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ANIMAL HEAT
/: J -f ...

AND

I N F L A M M A T I O N .

PART I.

When we contemplate the influence of caloric, 

over all bodies, animate and inanimate ; and the 

impossibility of exhibiting any substance independant 

and unconnected with it ; we feel the necessity of 

àdmitting, that the varied changes induced by its 

subtile and extensive agency, are real, and not 

unsubstantial, or exaggerated ideas'o/ an imaginary 

power. By it the ponderous element of water is 

made buoyant in air; and, wafted by the winds, 

seeking, as it were, those places where its presence is 

most required ; its onward course becomes suddenly 

arrested by an acquisition of caloric from some part 

of the earth barren irom drought; by which, its 

buoyancy being increased, straight, it seeks the more 

elevated regions of the atmosphere, “ where eternaj 

cold prevails,” to whose condensing power it yieldg 

its wings; and again assuming its original form, it 

descends in grateful showers, restoring to life and 

health the drooping tribes of vegetables which hung 

fainting over the feverish and sapjess bosom of the 

earth. Thróugh every stage of animal existance, 

from its commencement to the period of its close, we 

have an opportunity of observing, how inseparably



from action, how closely interwoven and identified 

it is with the springs of life and animation. By its 

presence or absence, increase or diminution, is the 

action of the punctum saliens, (the nuncleus from 

vrhtnce life emanates in the chick) regulated ; by it, 

all its parts are in due time developed, and made 

perfect. On it, not only the existence of the fœtus 

jn utero depends, but, by its operation, the graduai 

expansion or growth of the embryo is promoted; till 

at length complete in all the parts requisite to support 

the functions of life, it is detached from its parent 

connection, and ushered into a new medium, where 

new wants arise, to supply which, new actions are 

indispensible. Now it is that the genial warmth which 

imparted life, and supported organic action, first fails : 

and now it is, that the lungs (hitherto unnecessary) 

first contribute their aid in support of Animal Heat, 

without wkich life had ceased e’er it had well begun.

To sustain the living actions, imparted by the steady 

and uniformly high temperature of the womb, some 

independant source of calorie, sufficient to meet the 

vicissitudes of heat and cold, to which all animals 

are more or less exposed, became necessary. Accor

dingly we find, that all beings possessing life, and 

action, are furnished with organs capable of procuring 

therti that portion of heat which best suits their several 

necessities : some are dependant on one set of organs, 

frequently varying in structure and locality; but 

constant and uniform in the production of the effect 

required : while others composing the tribe of hot 

blooded Animals, derive their high temperature from 

a double source, respiration’ and vascular action. 

The first of which claiming a precedence from the 

universality of its application, comes here more pro- 

perly under consideration.
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The necessity for atmospheric air to a ll, animals 

provided with lungs, has been long known, and 

admitted. But later experience has proved, that all 

the inferior classes of animals equally *tand in need 

of an atmosphere of which oxygen constitutes a 

proportion ; on which they are found to produce 

changes, similar to those effected by respiration in 

the upper classes.

Experience has also taught, that animals, immersed 

in air not containing oxygen, produce no change on 

such air ; nor can respiration be supported by it. 

The muscles whose office it is to guard the approach 

to the lungs, steady to their trust, resist its admission ; 

iior are they to be influenced by the weight of the 

gas, as generally supposed, for the lungs are found 

equally collapsed from the presence of hydrogen, 

nitrogen, or carbonic acid ; the two former of which

are lighter, the latter heavier than atmospheric air.
■0

The changes produced on oxygen gas, by an animiil 

confined in a given portion of it for a sufficient length 

of time, are ascertained, by the experiments of Spa- 

lanzani, Voquelin, and others, to be as follows : 1st Its 

qualities are altered, 2nd Its bulk is diminished ; that 

is, the oxygen disappears, and its place is found to be 

occupied by carbonic acid. A train of accurate 

experiments instituted by Ellis, have established, that 

this change is effected by a chemical union of the 

oxygen with the carbon : which he has satisfactorily 

proved to be furnished, not only by the lungs of 

animals, the gills of fishes, the breathing pores of 

insects, and the surface of every portion of living 

matter ; but also by any dead animal substance if 

moistened.#

• See E llis ’s enquiry into vegetation and respiration*
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The next object was, to ascertain if any of the 

oxygen which had disappeared in the experimepi, 

was absorbed: the probability of which w as suggested 

by the bulk of the air having been diminished.

Bichat slates (from experiment) that air thrown 

into the blood-vessels, induces agitation and convul

sions, succeeded by death. Doctor Girtanner having 

injected oxygen gas into the jugular vein of a dog, 

saw him expire, after labouring for a few minutes 

under evident bodily torture and hurried respiration 

I f  air be forced with a syringe through the wind-pipe 

into the lungs, and made to enter the blood-vessels > 

agitation and iinu.mal uneasiness are produced in the 

animal ; and if an artery be opened, even in a distant 

part, blood mixed with froth and air springs out 

From these experiments, and indeed the anatomy of 

the parts themselves, we may fairly conclude, that air 

does not enter the blood-vessels, while the natural 

poufse of action çontinugs,uninterrupted

On the supposition of an absorption of oxygen, 

therefore, the loss in bulk sustained by the gradual 

conversion of that gas into the carbonic acid in res

piration, cannot be accounted fof. But if we consider 

what it is that gives greater volume to one gas, than 

another; if we consider that caloric is in a state 

of chemical combination in the gases, and that a 

chemical decomposition has taken place when oxygen 

combines with carbou to form thç residual gas in res

piration, which gas is more dense than oxygen ; we 

pan h^ve no hesitation in deciding, that it is to the loss 

of colorie, and not to the absorption of either gas> 

Ijhat the diminution in bulk is really attributable.

J Bichat sur la vio et la mort-



We bave seen, from experiments of the celebrated 

Characters before mentioned, the introduction of any 

gas into the blood-vessels, followed by such a train of 

symptoms, as renders the idea, that air constitutes any 

part of the contents of the vascular system, totàlly 

inadmissible. But, there can be no difficulty in con. 

ceiving the transmission of calorio through the 

membranes and coats of the vessels placed between 

the inspired air, and the blood- In  this way only can 

the aiife. ace in the bulk of the residual gas, caused 

by the loss of a portion of caloric, which is set free 

by the decomposition of oxygen and subsequent 

formation of carbonic acid, which is specifically 

heavier, and measures less, be satisfactorily or scien

tifically explained.

Proceeding tç examine the effects of the calorie 

thus disengaged in respiration ; we find, that the blood 

returned to the heart by the venæ cavœ, undergoes a 

remarkable alteration in its passage through the lungs 

where it exchanges its dark colour for the bright red 

of arterial blood, as it is usually but perhaps impro

perly called ; for, this florid colour is not peculiar to 

the arteries; since, under the influence of some cir

cumstances, of which we will take notice in their 

proper place ; it is found florid in the veins, and dark 

in the arteries. A change similar to that, which the 

blood experiences in the lungs, is produced by expo

sing dark blood, out of the body, to oxygen gasf 

nitrous oxyd, or atmospheric air : from all of whichf 

a portion of oxygen disappears, and is converted into 

carbonic acid.

But, blood, exposed to nitrogen gas, remains un. 

changed, as well as the gas, which is unaltered in 

quantity and quality. The same is also ascertained 

to be the case with every other gas. A change of

/
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colour similar io that Which the blood undergoes by 

exposure to oxygen, will take place, ii it be covered 

with a moistened bladder, serum or albumen; all of 

which are proved, by the experiments of Ellis, to 

furnish carbon, as well as the blood. Rut, if blood 

be covered by a thin stratum of water, no alteration 

will be produced on its dark colour. The water 

itself does not furnish carbon ; and the small propor

tion of atmospheric air contained in the quantity of 

water employed in the experiment made by Eliis, is 

Hot sufficient to produce the change. The frequent 

and rapid movements of fishes, together with the 

almost constant action of the gills on the water, brings 

them in contact with a quantity of atmospheric air, 

sufficient to produce the usual change of colour in 

the blood, which is not effected by a thin stratum of 

water.

The experiments of Ellis, not only prove the con

version of oxygen into carbonic acid in respiration, 

but, they are also conclusive in demonstrating, that 

the entire of the oxygen employed, is converted into 

carbonic acid ; provided, the animal lives sufficiently 

long. Now, as the entire of the oxygen (except a 

portion of its caloric, the loss of which isjust suffi

cient to explain the difference in density between the 

gases) is converted into carbonic acid ; the blood 

absorbs no oxygen from the air; nor, can it receive 

any thing, but caloric ; since nothing else is lost in the 

experiment. Therefore, we may fairly conclude that 

the alteration in colour, which the blood experiences 

in the luùgs, is produced not by oxygen, but by the 
absorption of caloric.

We are not at a loss to adduce many facts 

demonstrative of a similar change of colour, produ

ced on different substances by caloric at its different 

points of combination with them. 1st Latent calori©
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is colourless in iron ; but, when by the operation of 

hammering-, it is forced out as sensible heat, it assumes 

a bright red- 2nd The shells of many of the testacea, 

naturally dark, change to a florid colour, on being* 

exposed for a sufficient time to the heat of boiling 

water. 3d The colour of some of those metallic 

oxyds, called per oxyds, seems to be produced by 

some peculiar fixation of caloric in them, rather than 

by oxygen ; since by exposure to fire, the black oxyd 
of iron wilJ be converted into the red, which could 

not be the case, if the red colour depended on oxygen, 

which, as ell as the other gases, is expelled from 

substances containing it, by the action of fire. 

Besides, some of those substances, which yield the 

largest proportions of oxygen by heat, are of opposite 

colours ; for instance, the black oxyd of manganese, 

and the hyperoxymuriate of kali.* To these instances,

1 shall only add the following (perhaps not irrelative) 

observation. I f  iron be exposed to atmospheric air 

and moisture, part of its carbon combines with 

oxygen, and the iron assumes a florid colour. But 

when from long exposure, the carbon supplied by the 

surface of the iron becomes exhausted ; the decom

position of oxygen ceases, and the florid colour is 

lost in the darker hue of the carbonate of iron, f

It  does not belong to our present object to enter 

into any discussion relative to the preparation of iron

• Living vegetables while exposed to light (either natural or 
artificial) give out oxygen, and have their colours deepened : but if 
kept in daiknees they retain oxygen, and lose ail colour ; whence it \ 
would appear that the presence or absence of oxygen is equally 
immaterial to colour.

t  Fourquoy states, that on exposing venous blood to oxygen gas* 
it immediately acquired the scarlet colour, bat after some time., 
although it was still exposed to its action, it again became purple, 
Ann. de cbim. t. vii. p. 148.

D
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held to be contained in the blaod. It is sufficient 

for our purpose, that the existence of iron in lliat 

fluid Jifis beep demonstrated ; now as it is on the glo

bules of the blood, that the influence of the caloric 

absorbed &t each respiration, is porticularly manifest

ed, and as there is a strong coincidence and similarity 

between the floiid colour, which iron is found to 

assume, from exposure to heat or atmospheric air and 

moisture, and that, which the blood experiences in 

passing through the lungs ; which florid colour is (as 

will hereafter be shewn) converted to a dark one, in 

blood as well as iron, by the loss of a portion of their 

caloric ; and as we also, by washing away the colour

ing matter from the globules, deprive them of the 

iron which they contain, we are, I conceive, justified 

in concluding that the change of colour, which the 

globular part of the blood experiences from the 

absorption of caloric, is induced by a union of the 

caloric with the ferruginous portion of the globules. 

I f  then, the radialiou of caloric be maintained to 

flow from the iron contained in the blood ; it may 

naturally be asked ; Why its operation is confined to 

the +iffusion oi caloric, iq a degree so low as that 

which constitutes Animal Heat? To which I confess 

mvseli unable to give a more satisfactory reply, than, 

that the peculiar qualities of the medium, in which the 

iron is suspended, must necessarily be regarded as the 

causes of the effect in question. We knovr that there 

are substances, which if applied to the tenderest sur

faces ol the body, will preserve them harmless, when 

brought into contact vrith iron at a red heat. Nor is 

it more difficult to conceive, that the other component 

principles of the blood should temper the action of 

iron and render it different from that which it displays 

(per se) at a high temperature j than the fact, that 

jrater, which coutaius 86 parts of oxygen in the 100, 

should be mild \ while a mineral acid, which contain*
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only 70 parts of oxygen in the 100, should be highly 

corrosive.

From artificial respiration in the dead subject, as 

well as the uatufal exercise of that function, the 

same rpsultsare, to a certain extent, obtained ; that is, 

the dark colour of the pulmonary blood is converted 

into a floiid one, in consequence of which the action 

of the heart is renewed. Whence we derive additi

onal testimony in favour of our opinion, that the 

florid colour of the blood is produced by caforic : for, 

the action of the heart and arteries is, in all cases, 

regulated by the decree of heat present. 1st The 

heart moves quicker in hot than cold blooded animals 

in whom, the blood of the general circulation is dark. 

2nd 'Í he bat, which is naturally a hoi animal, becomes 

duriug the winter, cold as the ambient medium, its 

heart perfectly quiescent, and arterial blood dark as 

the venous. 3rd The actual heat of the hedge-hog 

is considerably lowered during the languid motion of 

the heart in its torpid state, 4th The heart of a frog, 

reduced to torpor, by cold, admits a revival of its 

living action, by the application of a proper degree 

of heat.

To demonstrate that caloric possesses the same in

fluence over the animal and vital functions of the 

higher classes, we are not reduced to the necessity ot 

having recourse to any hypothesis, it is fully and un

equivocally established by the fact, that in febrile 

cases, a diminished state of watchfulness, and a 

calmer action of the heart and arteries, are the invari

able results of the abstraction o f superabundant 

caloric from the body : while, an augmented energy 

of the nervous and vascular systems uniformly sue* 

çeeds is preternatural or morbid accumulation,



I  would not, however, be understood to state, tbet 

no other cause of nervous and vascular excitement 

exists in fever, when it has run its course for some 

days : on the contrary, 1 am well aware, that febrile 

excitement has, particularly in an early stage, ajoint 

dépendance on the presence of other stimuli; amongst 

which, that, arising from enteric congestion will often 

be found the most active. But, I feel that we are 

fully warranted in affirming, that caloric possesses a 

direct influence over the nervous and vascular ac

tions; since we have it in our power to increase 

those actions by confining and preventing its escape 

from the body ; or, to reduce them, by its abstraction, 

produced by any of the means usually employed for 

that purpose, for instance, the application of cold 

water, technically termed “ cold dashing/’ exposure 

of the body to a cool atmosphere, lessening its cover

ing, or by copious draughts of cold liquids ; aod this 

notwithstanding the presence of other stimuli, which 

remain uninfluenced by such means.

Since thén, artificial respiration succeeds in resto

ring the colouring matter to the blood, and that, that 

restoration, is followed by a certain degree of vascular 

action, which must be the consequence of a previous 

nervous excitement, which again, in the absence of 

artificial stimuli, depends on the quantity of caloric 

present; we may conclude, that the vascular action, 

in whatever degree it may take place, is produced by 

the stimulus of caloric, imparted to the nervous system 

by the colouring matter of the blood.

In the works of Bichat, we find the following pas* 

.̂ ages <*c c J he black blood* which penetrates the

organs, as soon as the chemical functions of the

Cold’s Tranfclatiou oi Bichat on Life and Death, page 223 d: 234.
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4* ltíngs have ceased, will not maintain them in a 

stale of life and activity. To determine what the 

u influence of the black blood is upon the organs, I 

“ shall first remark, that the property of the red 

blood is to stiinulate them, and keep up their vi'al 

“ actions. This will be proved by the following 

observations: 1 st Compare phlegmon, erysipelas,
and inflammatory tumours (to the formation of 

“ which the red blood is essentially requisite) with 

46 scoibutic spots, and petechiæ, produced by the 

u black blood. Ih e  first will bè found connected 

“ with the exaltation of the vital powers, the second 

"  with their depression. 3d The greater number of 

“ gangrenes in old men, begin with a lividity in thé 

“ part, a Jividity whicn is evidently the index of the 

“ absence or diminution of the arterial blood in the 

“ part. 4th 'ihe redness of tne branchiæ of fish is 

Cv always the sign by which their vigour may be re- 
“ cognized.”

Again we find, # iC All the inward organs then, die 

“ nearly as they do in asphyxia ; that is to say— 

C4 1st Because they are penetrated by the black biood. 

“ 2nd Because the circulation ceases to communicate 
<fc that motion, which is esseutial to their life, never- 

theless, there are many differences between death 

“ from asphyxia, and death from lesion of the brain. 

** 1st The animal life in the latter sort of death, is 

“ generally interrupted at the very instant of the 

u shock or blow. In  the former it is terminated only 

*4 in proportion as the black blood penetrates the sub- 

6( stance of the brain. 2nd In the greater number of 

“ the asphyxiæ, the circulation does not immediately 

cease, the blood is only gradually blackened, and

Page 275, ibid,

' E  4 1
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M continues for some time to be moved onwards by 

“ the agitation of such parts as are «till uniier the 

influencé of the brain ” •

From the foregoing extracts it is evident that Bichat

was well aware of the superior exciting power of the

red blood. The following, however, will show, that

he did not even suspect the existence of a connexion

between caloric and the colouring matter of the 
blood. • .

“ I am ignorant of the manner in which the red 

s< blood excites and keeps up the life of the par is ? 

perhaps the principles by which it is coloured be

come combined with the different organs to which 

it is distributed. In f«ct, there is a considerable 

difference betweeri^the phenomena of the general 

■c and those of the capillary system/ 5

“ In the first, the blood in changing its colour, 

ci leaves behind it the principles which made it red; 

the second, the elements to which its blackness 

is owing, are rejected by respiration and exhalation.

“ Now, this union of the colouring principles of the 

c< arterial blood, may probably constitute a material 

part of the excitement which is necessary to the 

“ action of the organs.— If such be the case, the 

“ black blood as it does not contain the materials of 

“ such union, cannot act as an excitiug cause.0

We find a similar admission, in Ellis’s ingenious 

lyork ; conveyed in the following terms. | “ From 

"  whatever cause, therefore, the red colour of the 

“ blood may proceed, we may safely conclude, that 

61 it cannot arise from the combination of oxygen.

* It forirçs no part of qur present intention to inquire '

Page 224.

t « I f r ’f farther enquiries into vegetation and rwpiration. p. 300.
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“ further into the cause of this redness of the blood ; 

‘‘ it is sufficient, for our present purpose, to have’ 

shewn |hat it cannot proceed from its oxygenation.”

Haring; examined those circumstances which mark

the connexion between the florid colour of the blood

and the absorption of caloric; we shall now proceed

to show, that the abstraction of caloric from the blood

is attended by a corresponding loss of its florid 
colour. , .......... t , : i

D,r: Crawford> ÎQ the course of his experiments on 
e b'ood, having immersed a dog in water, at a high 

temperature, found that the venous blood drawn in 

half an hour after, was nearly as florid gs the arterial. 

In artother experiment, with a view to ascertain the 

effects of coid on venous blood, he immersed a dog. 

whose temperature was at 100° , in waiter at 45 

which, he states, to have caused a darker hue in 

the venous blood than he had ever before.

W itiiout adverterting to his conclusions, it may be re

marked, that, in the first of these experiments, the 

caloric acquired by thé blood in respiration, and 

afterwards maintained by arterial action, (in the man

ner to be explained in the second part of this work) 

from which, the blood derived its florid colour, was 
not abstracted by the medium; in consequence of its 

high temperature : it was therefore carried onward 
with the blood in its passage through the veins.*

In  thtf latter experiment, to which we have alluded, 

the venous blood became unusually dark from the 

rapid abstraction of caloric, produced by the low tem

perature of the water in which the dog was immersed?

• The venons blood of persons labouring under inflammatory fever 
where caloric is confined from want of perspiration t» absorb, and 
carry it off, 19 also found to present a similar phenomenon»
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Mr. Hunter, having lied ihe carotid artery of a 

dog, found the blood to assume a dark colour; which 

certainly cannot be explained fry any supposed retiux 

of venous blood ; the interposed valves forbid any 

such conclusion. It has been also observed, that the 

first blood which issues from the arteries, when a 

tourniquet has been applied round a limb previous to 

amputation, is dark as venous blood. The blood thus 

confined, and at the same time unaffected by arterial 

action, in a short time is exhausted of the caloric, on 

which its florid colour depended ; it then possesses 

the same inferiority of temperature, with respect to 

arterial blood, that venous blood is known to do ; and 

presents the same darkness of colour.^ Bichat states, 

iC There is always black blood in the red blooded 

c< system, when death begins by the brain or lungs. 

€t When the functions of the heart are suddenly 

“ suspended, the arterial system contains a portiou of 

c< red blood only.” t

When mortification takes place, the circulation' 

ceases in the dead parts; which of c#urse, lose their 

vital heat; the point at which the circulation stops, 

acting as a ligature on the adjoiuing vessels of the 

living part. The inferior temperature of the mortified 

part, presently, abstracts a portion of caloric from the 

blood contained in the extremities of the ve>sel*

• The colour and temperature of blood belonging to a healthy 
phelgmon, notwithstanding its detention in the local vessels by which 
it* passage through the lungs is prevented, continue while the vigo
rous action peculiar to that species of inflammation if maintained, 
higher than that of the general mass, which ia moderately acted on, 
and regularly transmitted through the lung». The causes of’ these 
phenomena cannot, with propriety, be further entered on in the 
present stage of our enquiry ; they will, however, be readily com
prehended when we come to spealr of the consequences of compres
sion'of the blood.

t  Gold’s Translation of Bichat on Life and Death, page 276.



contiguous to it; this deepens the colour of the 

aiterial blood,* until it becomes nearly as d?irk as the 

livid mass wifh which it is iu contact: ihe p.Mtracfiori 

of calorie still proceeding, a cofrgulum is foriv.l|‘rf,ootw 

stituting one af the inost material steps which isat'&rë 

takes to prevent hemorrhrage, on a separation of the 

dead parts. In  amputation, a consul nxn is also for med 

within the ligatures ; but. its formation is nofso exten

sive or perfect, in consequence of the cnîmie being 

retained, by the protection from atmospheric cold 

which is afforded by the flap, f

Physiologists have endeavoured to give a solution 

of the dark colour of venous blood, by maintaining 

that it arises from the presence of a greater quantity 

of carbon. BvJs the faifacy of that doctrine is fully 

demonstrated by the experiments of Ellis, which prove 

that arterial and venous blood, equaiiy furnish carbon; 

and are equally capable of tanveriing a given por- 

îicn of oxygen into carbonic acid. Th®y also prove* 

that not only the blood, but all the other so'fids and 

fiaicfô1, which are of valions colours, will, under 

-similar circumstances, produce a similar phenomenon, 

lienee it is evident, that there can be no reason 

whatever for concluding, that the carbon which is 

furnished by the luugs in respiration, proceeds either

• (Told, however applied, w ill produce iliU effect on the blood ; in 
the torpid slate of animal* {the result of cold) the arterial blood is as 

dark as the venous.

t  I  am well aware that many respectable writer» deprecate <he 
idea that coagulation of the blood is. at all. influenced or promoted by 
cold yet we find them, ia direct contradiction of what they would 
inculcate, recommending, when topical bleeding i« performed, the 
subsequent application of warm fomentations 46 to continue the flow 
of blood”  or, in othsr words, to prevent coagulation of íhe blooi, 
which we know wotfM/otWwise speedily take place.

9



directly, or solely, from the blood.*

Although (he colour of the various parts of the 

body* in proportion as it inclines (o the florid or dark* 

denotes with a good deal of accuracy the higher or 

lower temperature of the part, (instances of which 

we see in phlegmon : iú the florid colour of the cheeks 

aiter exercise, or their darker hue from exposure to 

atmospheric cold joined with inaction) ye , we find 

that man, and thç higher classes of animals, wno.se 

circulating systems are similarly ppnslrncted, not 

only enjoy a temperature of blood nearly equable, 

under the opposite extremes of heat and cold, but, 

pro enabie<i to resist the inroad^ oi either excess, 

which would be alike destructive of animal mepLaeism 

<)0<i alike subversive of that harinqny which is thus 

protected and prolonged to the close oi the vita) 
junctions.

Attracted by the beauty of this arrangement (whi<ph 

fl.lone, would be snftjcnnt to overturn *11 the argu

ments.of the self deluding sophist who would refer 

all that is sublime in nature to a fortuitous combina

tion ot cause and eiîect) 1 have endeavoured to ana- 

lize those circumstances whose operation seemed 

likely to contribute to its production ; in the hope of 

being able to trace the means by which this nice, this 

essential balance was preserved. Such observations as 

I have been able to make, 1 submit with the le*s re- 

^ervç, for this reason; that, perfectly concurring in the 

justice and propriety of those few inferences which

Clled a numbpr of glass t^bes with aiterial 
■t i mí i m i T i  ^ ^ U c a U y  ; aiter some time tL  blood be-

b8 conc^ed tbataX lr ! " " T *  W » » 1» * ® - " i t  cannot
t l ,a t Jtbe change of colour could proceed from

auy thing acquired, or Irom a loss of any of the comnonent

which /n h?f blood: lhe well known subtility of caloric 
Which enable, it to p.rmeate the^eii.e .t bodie., togelber J i h  

« faC‘8 'VhÍCh 8tand in
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are fouud accompanjing the detail of experimeuts 

directed to the same object; I cannot possibly take 
from, if I should not add to the fuqd of knowledge 
already acquired on that bead. '

The analogy subsisting between respiration an<J 

combustion, and the nearly equal consomption of a 

given portion of oxygen by either process le# me to 

consider what couttoul íiíniosplerta of different tem

peratures might exercise over Animal Heat ; or how 

far, such irregularities might assist in explaining an

effect nearly uniform and unvarying.
» ' • ' • -i

When the temperature of the atmosphere fs lovr, 

the principles of which it is composed, approximate 

in proportion to the loss ot caloric. Consequently 

the air received jpto the lungs at each respiration 

will, bulk for bulk, contain more oxygen than a war» 

mer atmosphere, wherein the principles are more 

expanded by caloric. Now, the effects resulting from 

a respiration of pure oxyçen gas, oj* an atmosphere 

containing a large proportion of it, are an increased 

energy in*all the vital functions in consequence of ^ 

more extensive decomposition, of oxygen, attended 

fry a corresponding acquisition of caloric, or colour

ing matter by the blood. The influence of an at- 

mosphere condensed by cold (and consequently con

taining a larger proportion of oxygen), over the 

process of combustion, is fufificiently evident, from 

the more brilliant and rapid ignition of combustible 

Bodies, in cold than in warm weather. For in com

bustion, as in respiration, it is to the caloric chemically 

combined with oxygen, and subsequently set free by 

its decomposition, that the effect is to be ascribed* 

and not to the free caloric contained in the atmos

phere, whose presence is casual, and does not pro? 

y\ote combustion or Animal Heat in respiration : a*
* . 4 i ■> • 1 - {



we find exemplified by the experiments of Sir, C* 

Blagden, Sir Joseph Banks, and Doctor S.dauder, 

who remained for several minutes in rooms heajed to 

212°. They describe the feeling communicated by 

the air as unpleasant, but easily borne, respiration was 

little affected, and differed only in the want of that 

re fre sh in g  coolness communicated by Ihe inspiration 

of cool air. At each inspiration, the nostrils felt 

scorched by the heated air ; while each expiration 

cooled them again; and, if they breathed on the 

thermometer, it - fell several degrees The body 

touched by the fingers, felt cold as a corpse, while 

the actual heat of the skin and under the tongue 

was 98 ô. m*a

When the cloathes were stripped off, the air was 

more disagreeable for a few miautes, but a profuse 

sweat breaking out gave instant relief.

In  this experiment, the excess of caloric contained 

in the heated air, was absorbed bT the perspiration, 

and its influence over the'body arrested. In respira

tion, exactly the same process was carried on, with 

this exception, that the pulmonary exhalation , cor

responding to the bodily perspiration, must have been 

from the commencement; since its presence is con- 

•tantly necessary to enable the carbon to effect thé 

necessary decomposition of oxygen. The difference 

of temperature between air inspired and that expired 

(as shewn by the thermometer) indicated the quan

tity of caloric absorbed by the pulmonary exhalation, 

which was converted into vapour, and communicated 

at each expiration, a sense of coolness resembling 

that imparted to the bo iy by perspiration. Under 

such circumstances, the caloric of the heated;air 

simply gives expansion to the cutaneous and pulmo

nary exhalations which thus become as it were n
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barrier between the body and the destructive influence 

of caloric.

In  fine, the small quantity of oxygen contained in 

an atmosphere so expauded by caloric, together with 

the absorption of that caloric by the double perspira

tion of the body and lungs, can alone account for the 

non-increase of temperature. While the greater pro

portion of oxygen contained in a colder and more 

condensed atmosphere, joined with the absence of 

perspiration, affords the only clue to unravel this fiat 

of divine wisdom, which enables man, who is natu* 

rally the most unprotected of the warm blooded tribe, 

to meet and resist the varied contingencies, which he 

is destined to encounter through life’s precarious 

eourge.

O F  T H E  F IR S T  PA R T
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AN

I N Q U I R Y
INTO

T H E  N A T U R E  A N D  CAU SES OF

ANIMAI, HEAT
AND

I N F L A M M A T I O N .

PART I I .

In  the preceding part of this enquiry, I have endea

voured to give a general view of the most material 

facts connected with the consideration of thatsource 

of animal temperature, which, from the diffuseness of 

its application, I have distinguished as the first or ge. 

lierai source: a source in which it will be foiind that 

all animated beings participate in a greater or less 

degree, and, however difficult of detection, even an j 

organic structure in some may be, still the existence 

of a power, by which they are enabled to effect the 

necessary decomposition of atmospheric air, is abun

dantly testified by the most accurate aiid conclusive 

experiments. This source of caloric is equally essen

tial to all while the vital functions are regularly ex

ercised. Fish will not live in water deprived of 

air by boiling. Reptiles, as well as man and the inter

mediate classes, perish when deprived of atmospheric 

air, or confined in air of which oxygen does not iorm 

a part. I f  then this source of caloric be maintained 

to be the only one, from whence animal temperature 

is derived ; we must look for an explanation of the



difference o f  temperature between animals, in the ex 

tent and power of decomposing atmospheric air vest

ed in the organs performing that function'; but a* fhM 

power depends on the quantity of carbon furnished 

by the animal structure; the caloric acquired by the 

decomposition of oxygen, must bear a determinate 

and uniform relation to the quantity of carbon the 

animal is enabled to supply ; w hich again, must de

pend on the extent or number of organs destined for 

that purpose : but no such superiority, either in extent 

or power, appears, from comparative anatomy, tr 

reside in the réspiratory organs of the warm blooded 

animal over those of the cold-blooded ; on the con

trary, many of the éoldblcoded tribe, as the frog and 

lizard, possess a greater extent of lungs than some of 

the warm-blooded tribe of equal size : while many of 

the reptile class have a greater number of organe 

(breathing pores) all of which are capable of furnish

ing carbon and decomposing oxygen.*

Moreover, natural history reveals to us, that warm 

and cold-blooded animals inhabit the same medium : 

therefore the medium does not influence the distinc

tion : in both, the oxygenous portion of the atmos

phere is converted into carbonic acid ; therefore this

•  In  the Pbylosophical Transaction* for 1811, we find the detail ef 
some experiments by Mr. Brodie, of which the following is the sub
stance. Two Rabbits were deprived of life in a similar manner s 
In  one, artificial respiration was performed; while the other, on 
which it was not performed, remained in the same medium and tem
perature. On Comparing the bodily heat of the two Rabbits at 
equal intervals for several hours, he found the temperature of 
the one on which artificial respiration was practised, to decline 
faster than that of the other : the same result attending overy repeti
tion of the experiment. Although these experiments throw ne light 
upon the causes oi Animal Heat, they at least point out, in a clear 
and convincing manner, that respiration is not the cause of ifc—since 
artificial respiration (apparently attended with all the effect* which it 
does or Can produce when performed naturally) not only failed to 
maintain it when generated, but had the direct effect of even remo- 
*ug it from the body fatter than it otherwise would have been.
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power of decomposing oxygen, being in common 

cannot possibly explain the différence in temperature, 

nor can we find in the nerves any rational solution of 

the difficulty; for they are also possessed in common* 

and have their structure and uses as nearly simflaf as 

the peculiarities of each could be supposed to permit. 

Thus far then their circumstances correspond ; but, in 

the vascular structure of each, a marked difference is 

to be noted. Beginning with that which is more sim

p le ; we find in cold-blooded fish a single heart, from 

which proceeds a single artery; (whose diameter equals 

the ventricle) transmitting the blood direct to the 

gills, by means of numerous small «rteries terminating 

in corresponding veins, which shortly after unite to 

form a vessel called aorta decéndens, but which in 

reality, is only a venous trunk, by which the rest of 

the body is supplied with blood, which i$ again re

turned to the heart by other veins. In the more com* 

plex structure of the warm-L)ooded tribe, whether u f  

the aquatic or land species, is found a double heart, 

furnishing the body to its remotest liaiiL with an ar* 

terial circulation. *

Bearing in miud this general line of demarcation 

between warm and cold-blooded animals, if we pass 

from the consideration of such circumstances as ap

pertain merely to the healthy state of each, to some 

of the morbid affections peouliar to the former; we 

shall find reasons, still more cogent, for concluding 

that the highest degrees of temperature generated in

• Although a general arterial circulation is invariably possessed 
by warm blooded animals, the opposite 01 venous one is not, in every 
instance, associated with the cold : but notwithstanding that vascular 
structures, apparently arterial, occasionally present in the latter, such 
deviations w ill still be found, ou due consideration, incapable of pro
ducing effects materially differing from those which will be shewn to 
result from a circulation purely venous.

U



the animal frame are the result of causes perfectly 

distinct, foreign and unconnected with any influence 

which the pulmonary function under other circum

stances might perhaps be supposed to possess. In 

general inflammation (which will be shewn to be only 

a higher degree of Animal Heat, excited by a preter

natural activity of the same causes which, under 

ordinary action, give rise to Animal Heat) although 

We have reason to believe that accelerated respiration 

does not increase the temperature of the body, but 

rather that it producer a contrary effect, since, accor

ding to Mr, Brodie’s experiments, artificial respiration 

causes the dead body to cool faster—and that in the 

living one, respiration, performed quicker than the 

decomposition of the oxygenous portion of the inha

led atmospheric air can take place, certainly produces 

a refrigerant effect, as may be readily ascertained by 

making a few full inspirations in quick succession : 

still these facts (unquestionably strong in themselves 

and tending in no inconsiderable degree, to establish 

the point under discussion) by no means afford that 

clear and undeniable evidence with which we God 

the phenomena of topical inflammation replete, 

llius lor instance, when the extreme parts of the 

body become inflamed, even in a limited extent, an 

iu tense degree of heat will be found to occupy those 

parts, while the remainder of the body retains its 

usual temperature only and the lungs their usual 

action.* Again, in the other cases, where the exciting

• I t  is evident that if the lungs were the only source of Animal 
Heat ; t!ie temperature of the extreme part of the body could never 
have squalled. much less surpassed, tiiat of the lungs or theadjaceut 
parts. Because the quantity of caloric must necessarily have beeu

E k îîü  * f®’ Wbere lhê »»pply was first receivea, from
whence as >t proceeded through the different parts t f  the frame (all
of which are known ,G be conductors of caloric) the quantity must
have been diminished as the distance was increased : which is not

f a t Z™, • ? pb51,oraena. of Animal Heat; and is iu mani
fest opposition to those of topical inHa-xmation,



cause has been violent, the local inflammation will be 

followed by general inflammation or symptomatic 

fever and laborious respiration, wliich, being (̂ as well 

as the general inflammation) subsequent to the local 

inflammation, is obviously not the cause of it ; nor 

can it, in any possible way, be connected with the in

creased temperature, except as a contingent result or 

consecutive effect, apparently intended by nature as a 

means of moderating febrile or excessive bodily tem

perature. These are facts, concerning whose truth 

or admissibility we can have no hesitation—and there

fore they must be admitted as testimony full and con

clusive, that the caloric furnished to the blood, from 

a source, commoa to all animals, or t]he difference in 

quantity, supplied bv the greater extent or number of 

organs, by w hich the oxygenous portion of the at

mosphere is converted into carbonic acid ; are causes 

totally inadequate to explain that difference in tempe

rature, which gave rise to the natural, and compre

hensive distinction of animals, into warm and cold.

D o c to r  Crawford, aware of the insufficiency of the 

theory of Animal Heat, as set forth by the justly cele

brated Doctor Black, attempted to remove the objec

tions arrayed against it, by supposing that the heat, 

liberated by the decomposition of oxygen in the 

lungs; passed into the blood in a latent iorm, in con

sequence of which its temperature was not raised, and 

that this heat was, by other chemical changes, given 

out in a sensible form during its circulation. By this 

hypothesis, he certainly removed some difficulties; 

but in doing so, he has substituted others of equal 

magnitude. For there is no inconsiderable difficulty in 

conceiving what those chemical changes were, w hich, 

it would seem, he himself found more easy to imagine 

than describe, since he has failed to bring forward a 

single fact or argument in support of the very subject,

/



which should naturally form the leading object in any 

research to discover the causes qî Animal Heat.

In stating, thus freely, our opinion of Doctor 

Crawiord’s theory of Auimal Heat, we disclaim all 

intention of detracting from the credit to which it is, 

in many other respects, justly entitled. We have 

been led to notice it so far, in order to show how little 

that theory (which has f«>r years past maintained, and 

still continues to hold, the first place iu general esti

mation) has, in reality, contributed towards the eluci* 

dation of the proposed subject, a subject too, which, 

In point of importance to the Physician and Surgeon, 

yields to none within the whole range of physiology : 

but here we stop ; for we ieel that to proceed with its 

discussion would be but to trifle with our readers, 

exceed our prescribed limits, and alter the design of 

our work, without any countervailing promotion of 

its views. We shall therefore, without occupying 

further time in preliminary observations, proceed to 

the specific object of our enquiry, that is, the source, 

of Animal Eeat and Inflammation : the existence ef 

which we shall endeavour to demonstrate as depen

dant on the union of the following causes—̂

1st Arterial action Averted on the blood throughout 

the general circulation.

2nd A conoidal or arborescent structure of the 

arterial tubes *

3rd A course of the blood directed from the trunks

•  The arterial lubes are not strictly conoidal, but consist of a 
stries of cylinders whose diameters are constantly decreasing in a 
direction from the heart. This peculiarity of structure, while it in
sures, as w ill be seen hereafter, advantages of the utmost importance 
te life, is, with respect to the effect with which we are at present 
concerned, the same thing : therefore and in order to contrast in any 
easy way the very different effects resulting from a conoidal struc
ture and one of an equal diameter through its entire extent, we have 
preferred the word conoidal to the more prolix definition just given.

26
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o f  th e  err/e u e s  to w a rd s  th e ir  o r a u c h e s — c o m p r i s i n g ' ,  iri 

their assemblage, th e  p r o x im a te  c a u s e .

4 th  N e rv o u s  in f lu e n c e —  constituting* th e  re m o te  

c a u s e  ; on whioh the foregoing* i m m e d i a t e l y  depepds*

I f  the structure of the vessels belonging to the ge-> 

neral circulation had been such as to have excluded 

the first of these causes, the circulations of hot and 

cold-blooded animals would have been virtually the 

same; and as no difference can be detected in the 

blood itself, we may conclude that the effects, proda* 

ced by both circulations,, would have been similar. 

If  again, the form of the arterial tubes had been cy« 

lindrical, not conical the production of caloric 

would have been equally unprovided for, no heat 

having ever been ascertained to result from the most 

vapid movement of a fluid through a cylinder. Lastly* 

if the third cause had been reversed, the vis a tergo 

could not have existed in that powerful degree, 

requisite (as will hereafter appear) for the evolution 

of Animal Heat.

W ith respect to the remote cause, it will be suffici

ent for the present to state, that the heart and arieries 

are abundantly supplied with nerves, to whose influ? 

ence their actions are absolutely and immediately 

subservient.

To aid recollection, and prevent the embarrassment 

created by a want of methodical arrangement, I have 

endeavoured to bring within the limits of three gene» 

ral heads, such principles, experiments and facts as 

seemed most condusive to the object of each. In 

their selection, I have preferred those which belong 

to original and acknowledged authorities, as likely

T
I



to afford more satisfaction, and entitle me to more 

fconfideuce than 1 could claim, from the introduction 

of any thing: new, as a ground of support for those 

conclusions to which 1 have been led myself, and tu 

Which 1 hope to conduct others.

The object of the first of these heads is, to pr.>ve. 

That, compress it m, made on the blopd, would b* à 

cause competent to the extrication of heatjrom it. 

That of the second, to establish the fact, “ that such 

Compression naturally o b t a i n s The third to demon

strate, that where no cbmpressîoÀ is effected on thè

blood, no evolution of caloric will take place.
/

*

In support of the point, first to be established, L 

khall briefly enumerate a- few general principles* 

illustrated by experiments, which no one, acquainted 

With chemical science, will hesitate to recognize or 

adrniu All bodies contain two portions of caloric ; 

the One more intimately combined, termed latent 

caloric ; the other sensible or free. All bodies owe 

their state of solidity or fluidity, hardness or softness* 

to the quantity of caloric they contain. I f  caloric be 

added to any body solid or fluid ; the immediate 

Consequence of such addition is an expansion cf all 

parts of such body, as the caloric pervades. Since 

bodies are expanded by the acquisition of caloric ; 

before they can be again condensed, they must give 

but that portion of caloric which gare them their 

more expanded form. Therefore, when we say a 

body Suffer* compression, ând is Condensed ; we 

'indérstandj that such body whether solid, fluid oi1 

g&sèous* has àctuâîlÿ giVeü out hèat. A certain de

gree of Compression willsô far diseugagë latent heat 

aè tô make à portion of it become sensible ; but a 

kh’dch les& efficient cause will suffice for the transmis*4 

fcion ojf « portion of sensible hèat from a body which
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contains it, to any other substance capable of con

ducting; it if placed in contact.

That solids are expanded into fluids, and fluids iuto 

gases, by the addition of caloric, will (as a general 

rule) be readily granted. The converse of this, VIZ.

<s 'I liai the more dense bodies become, the less caloric 

“ they contain,” is proved by the following experi

ments— 1st if  muriatic acid gas be passed through 

water, ft will be condensed, and the temperature of 

the water wih be found increased in proportion to 

the condensation. 2nd Compression is capable of 

condensing a mixture of oxygen and hydrogen gases 

so as to form water. In this experiment the quantity 

of heat thrown ont is sufficient to inflame the gases, 

independent of the electric spark. 3d. Add oue mea- 

sbre ôf water to four of sulphuric acid, and the tem

perature will v\fè to 300 (88® above boiling water)

the rtifxture now occupies less space ; therefore it has 

become more dense thán the medium of the two sepe* 

rate liquors. 4th The red heat produced by striking 

a cold hammer on cold iron is the result of conden- . 

s^tion. (produced by the strokes of the hammer,) 

which forces out the latent heat and causes it to 

fcecome sensible»

Water at its temperature of fluidity, cannot b» 

Vnadé the sübjeet of experiment, in the present case, 

fit least it is an unfit one to select in order to give a 

fall » epresentation of the effects of compression on a 

fluid body : water being nearly at Sts maximum den

sity at that point. But should it acquire even a slight 

addition of temperature from the atrrtosphere, or any 

other casual source it will be expanded ; and may bo

1 Thompson’s Chemistry.

2 Biot’g Experiment.

3 Parfce’s Chemistry,
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forced to give out the additional caloric by compres* 

sion. Accordingly we find that Mr. Cautou, succeed

ed in compressing water, at the usual temperature, in a 

small degree, by increasing the pressure of the atmos

phere already on ;t, by means of a condenser. But, 

water whose volume is much increased by heat, will 

readily give out the caloric which caused its greater 

expansion, when subjected to compression. Thus, if 

a bottle with a long neck, filled with boiling wafer and 

closely corked, be put standing in a basin of cold 

water, the caloric which expands the water contained 

in the bottle, being abstracted by the ç jîd  of tho 

water in the basin, the water will sink in the neck of 

the bottle ; marking the loss of caloric and conden

sation consequent on it. A vacuum being now form-» 

ed in the neck of the bottle ; the water will boil, and 

again fill the bottle, in consequence of the expansive 

force of caloric, which is no longer resisted by its 

antagonist force, compression , if the cork be now 

drawn, and the pressure of the atmosphere suffered 

to operate on the water, it will sink under its com

pressing power: an escape of caloric will take place, 

and on trying the temperature of the water, it will be 

found to have lost several degrees; it will scarcely 

feel warm.*

Some of these experiments, no doubt, do not afford 

instances of the production of caloric by mechanical 

compression ; but the effect of compression is con

densation, and the effect of condensation, is the es* 

cape of a portion of caloric, whether the cause be 

chemical or mechanical. An experiment on the 

blood itself (as far ai it regards the present head) 

would perhaps be more satisfactory and more ad rem. 

but, i trust, the arguments which the subsequent part

• Parkess Chemistry, (Notes)
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of this work will place before the reader, will be 

deemed sufficiently valid and convincing to super

cede the necessity for an experiment which is ren

dered not only difficult but impracticable, from the 

following causes, viz. Its quick coagulation. The 

greater or less conducting power of the vessel in 

which the blood might be compressed. The tenden

cy of its caloric to escape. The impossibility of 

determining whether the loss of caloric be not pro

duced as much by the abstracting power of the appa- 

tus or the surrounding medium, as by the compression 

employed. Nor is this difficulty to be removed by 

increasing the temperature of the surrounding medi

um : since, if their temperatures be made equal, the 

caloric could not pass off from the blood into the 

médium ; from which, if its temperature were higher 

than that of the blood, it must receive caloric instead 

of imparting any. Different modes of compressing 

blood removed from the body, have been suggested 

to me, but all have been liable to some one of the 

above objections, any of which would be s efficient to 

render the experiment inaccurate, in its represen

tation of the collateral circumstances attending the 

compression ot the blood in the body, and therefore 

could only lead to conclusions more or less fallacious,

I f  then it be admitted, that compression made on 

any body, whether solid, fluid or gaseous, will cause 

the body so compressed, to part with iome of its 

caloric: it follows as an imperative admission also, 

that if the blood suffer compression, ft will, in obedi* 

ence to the same law, present the same result,

In  the commencement of the second part of tLb 

work, when speaking of the arterial tubes, we have 

remarked that their construction was not strictly

K



conical, but consisted of a series of cylinders whoso 

sections were constantly decreasing in a direction 

from the heart towards the extreme and superficial 

parts of the body. Each ramification, being cylin

drical, has its capacity equal throughout its extent, 

but less than that of the branches between it and the 

source according to the number of branches which 

precede it or its distance from the heart which forms 

the center of the circulation. Now it is evident, 

although but little resistance is given to the motion 

oi a fluid through any single cylinder, that, the extent 

oi each of those cylinders being very limitted, and 

the ramifications which immediately succeed more 

contracted, each of them will have the effect of oppo

sing and retarding the free motion of the blood as it 

advances ; and that this opposition will be st'll aug

mented and consequently the transmission of the 

coloured and thicker ports of the blood rendered more 

find more difficult, until at length the ultimate cylin

ders or the series will be impervious, except to Uie

• hinuer parts of the blood which are colourless,

from such an arrangement it is obvious that a resis

tance to the advance ot the blood must take place, 

eq'»cii if not greater than that which a conoidal struc

ture would hive afforded. This then constitutes one 

of the circumstances necessary to produce comprés- 
sion of the blood —Another consists in the propelling 

power of the heart and arteries ; a power which is 

indirect opposition to the resisting one to which the 

form of the arterial tubes gives rise, but superior toit 

/n order to insure a regular circulation of the blood 

through the irame, aud obviate any remora to its pro

grès* beyond that which is requisite to assist iu etfec- 

titig Certain degree of compression of the blood* on 

*hwh the elimination of heat from it will be gbewtf 

'0 depend* Ihis power of propelling the blood, or
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th(J vis a tergo, commences in the left ventricle of the 

heart, which from its great muscularity and the pecu
liar course observed by the fibres composing it, is ma

nifestly capable of exerting a prodigious contractile 

force over its contents, in consequence of which they 

are driven with an impetuous motion through the 

aorta the only opening of the ventricle where the 

exit of the blood is unopposed by valves. The qnan-

• ' y or blood, thus expelled by each contraction of 

ti e ventricle, being supplied during its relaxation by 

the blood of the pulmonary veius, produces those 

reiterated contractions of the heart, which, in the 

generality of cold blooded animals, is, with the excep- 

tbr ol the pulmonary artery, the sole power on which 

the circulation depends ; but in the warm blooded, 

although a primary and essential cause, is yet by no 

means the only one, for every portion of the arterial 

system is endowed with a power of propelling and 

a * ingon its contents perfectly in lenendent of and 

distinct from the first impulse communicated to the 
blood by the action of the heart.# - <*

Nom it is evident that when thefce opposite powers, 
V yf* a. Lie resisting and propelling, act together in 

aiiy part of the vessels, that the bl >od must then and 

there, be in a state ot compression. But as the vis a

I f  a ligiiture be placed round all the vessels proceeding from the 
heai i, the motion nf he blood will continue for'some time m the 
smaller vessel* after d«ath.— Ü ictor Wilson Phillip,, on the Vital 
Functions and Internal Diseases p. 2 Jl we hive s ill clearer
proofs of the action of ihe arteries oeiug tDe result of their own 
powers independently of the „eart. 1st in  the local increase of 
their action woich takes jJlaoe in topical inflammation without any 
corresponding increase 01 acuon in th*hrait or the resseU intermr- 
diate between it and ih* affected part—And *ndly in the converse of 
this* riz. The diminished ene<gy o f  the circulation in paralytic 
liaubs, while the vigotlr of the hea’t continues unimpaired, and its 
action nnaltered: neither of which cases could, po«sibl>, .,ave ex
isted^ if, asiome Physiologists hare maintained, the circulation de-r 
pended on the heart solely, and the arteries were merely inert or 
passive tufce». - • • . - . . . . .
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tergo or propelling power Commences at the heart, 

and is extended through and inherent iu every part 

of the arterial circulation^ and as its antagonist or the 

resisting power is extended in like manner through 

the same system, and only ceases at the extremities of 

the capillaries, where the veins commeuce; the entire 

of the arterial tree must be distended by a column of 

blood in a constant state of compression. Nor is it 

less evident, that when thtf pulse (which marks the 

period of arterial contraction) is superadded to this, a 

considerable augmentation of* compression must then 

be produced.* Should, this conclusion, howeter* 

notwithstanding its being so strongly borne out by th# 

anatomy and physiology of the arterial system, be 

deemed to rest on evidence of too theoretic a nature 

to be entitled to our full and unqualified assent, w* 

can no longer withhold it, when we find that the pro

jection of blood which takes place from a punctured 

artery must necessarily be the result of compression 

made by the artery on the blood, since (as a little 

consideration will soon convince us) compression 

will fully and satisfactorily account for that pheno

menon, while, on no other principle whatever, can it 

be, fairly or at all, explained. For we know that a 

fluid may fill any vessel compleatly, yet no escape or 

projection of the fluid shall take place, while the ves

sel remains unaltered iu capacity and undisturbed as 

to position : but if the capacity of the vessel (suppo

sing it composed of yielding materials) be contracted 

by an approximation of its parietes, a displacement 

or escape of the fluid corresponding to the degree of

The blood tlmacomprested, must suffer condensation and couse* 
quently (iu conformity itfc the jeueral law) must give out a portion 
of t,.e chlonc which contained previous to its being condensed. 
This conclusion, it ron»t be admitted,bolds good in theory ; but it is 
not our intenttju to rest satisfied on such visionary evidtnce as an 
unsubstantiated theory would afford, we shall show, in the subsequent 
pixt of this work; that it holds equally geod in practice*



compression, that is, feeble or strong, slow or rapid, 

in proportion to the action of whatever agent or 

power may have been employed to dimiuish the ca

pacity of the vessel, must necessarily le produced. 

If, for instance, we fill a bladder with a f lu id ,  place 

it between our hands, make pressure on it, and punc

ture it, a projection of the fluid (iu like manner $s 

blood is projected from a wounded artery) will be 

immediately produced.

In this simple experimental illustration, we can 

jiave no doubt, that the projection of the fluid is tho 

immediate result of the compression affecting it, be

cause the projection is increased or diminished, as we, 

at pleasure, increase or relax in our exertion which 

produces the compression. We also fin'd that by imi

tating aiterial action, that is, by alternate relaxation 

and compression, we are enabled to project the fluid 

per saltum, at the arteries do Ly their systole and 

diastole, or, by an unvarying pressure, to make it flow 

in a uniform stieam, as blood does from a punctured 

vein in whiçh the return has been arrested by liga

ture .# We also further peiceive, that if either hand 

(one of which may be considered as representing the 

active, that is the compressing and propelling force of 

the arteries, the other, their quiescent or residing 

power) cease its exertion, or be withdrawn, com

pression cannot and projection does not take placent 

In  short, the analogy between the two cases is so 

apparent, and the similarity so striking, that we cannot

# A  common syringe w ill serra io exemplify ail ibis equally

t  W hen an artery has been wounded, if fainting take place, ttie 
projection of blood will cease, iu consequence of tbe uncompressed 
•tate of the blood which necessarily fojlowstbe suspension of ̂ rte/jql 
action.
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fora moment hesitate to recognize the operation of 

the same causes, in the production of effects, identi

fied in principle aud in no way dissimilar, save in the 

mechai ical power they depend on, which is obviously 

unimportant.

The arterial blood, therefore, of warm animals is 

evidently subjected, at all times of animation, to com

pression ; but as the extent, to which it is carried, 

cannot iu every instance, or at all times be the same, 

being subject necessarily to such variation as may 

occasionally affect the causes proximate or remote 

on which it depends, it naturally follows, that the 

temperature of the body, il it depend (as we alledgc 

it does) on compression of the blood, must be subject 

also to vary with the degrees of compression arising 

from the more or l^ss strenuous exertion of the caused 

by which it is produced ; which we shall now demon

strate to be the case invariably *

In the natural or healthy condition of the body, 

wherein the nerves, that is to say, the immediate cause 

qt arterial action.t and remote cause of Animal Heat*

• I t  is evident that the florid colour and high temperature of in
flamed parts, depend on tbe degree of compression affecting tbe bîood, 
and nut on tbe afllux or presence of a greater quantity of blood «im
ply : bccause in phlegmonous inflammation, attended yvitb a vigorous 
or bealii y action, the colour and temperature of tbe hlood a re 
always high, but in eivsipelas and oiber inflammations, where the 
vascular action is weak, the temperature is low. the colour dark; 
and siill lower an^ darker in ecchymoses. <tc. <fcc. where the blood ia 
cntirrjy uncompressed. Nor are thrse difference! attributable to tbe • 
blood bring cut of circulation, and not having its florid colour ienew* 
ed initie lungs, sine»* the most florid blood, contained in the vessels of 
a phlegmon* is enually out of the circulation, and therefore equally 
unaitWted bj' the pulmonary function, and different in no respect, 
from t e dnrk b! »od bH ungin;; to low inflammation» and extravasa
tion» excep in the degree of compre«sion affecting it.

t  \• i.- evident that tiie nerves are the immediate cause of the 
aoti >nof the I ear I, from the languor of it. which succeed» tying the 
eighth pair oi nerves, or its quicker motion by irritating them 
(Hailer) In  ih« same manner, they may be shewn t3 be th« 
immediate cause of arterial actioD also.



«ire free from any preternatural excitement, the pulse, 

or stroke of the arteries is performed with a certain de* 

give of strength and length of interval, which experi

ence sh w- to be a true indication of the presence of 

that state ; from such an exertion of vascular action 

the blood suffers a certain degree of compression which 

we find attended b\ the diffusion of that quantity of 

caloric through the frame, which gives rise to the na

tural temperature of body called Animal Heat,^ a 

temperature u hich is never exceeded while that spe

cies of vascular action continues. ' This, being the 

tialuiai state of action, is of course, unattended by 

any sensation of pain. But when the nerves are 

aroused from that calm and natural state, by any 

sufficient stimulus, the increase of nervous influence 

(always marked by sensations more or less trouble* 

some, or painful, according to the nature or intensity 

of the stimulus applied to them) produces a propor

tionate increase or acceleration of the pulse, attended 

by an eiovation of bodily temperature, not only com

mensurate with the strength and rapidity of arterial 

action, but corresponding wiih it also in extent and 

duration &

If  the nervous excitement be general, the increase 

of vascular action is. found also to be general, the 

consequences ol it, geueral inflammation or fever 

I f  on the other hand, the nervous excitement be 

limited to any particular part, the vascular action of 

that part only will be increased, and (the morbid tem- 

perature arising from it being equally limited) local

• Richerand, in his Elements of Physiology, says, I t  is, doubtless 
to the great activity of the’ assimila1 ing powers in iufancy, that a 
more elevated ten perature is habitual. For this, however, we would 
account differently, and say, according to the principles of this theory, 
that such a ttmperature is the natural consequence of the greater 
rapidity of arterial action in the infantile than (be adult state.
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inflammation only will be produced,*

This compressing power of the arteries, being ex

erted through every portion of tbat system contain

ing; red blood, (as testified by the pulse) points out 

the extent of the seat of Animal Heat; and shows 

that if is not, as Bichat gratuitously states, peculiar or 

confined to the capillary system, but diffused through

out the entire.

It must, however, be admitted, that, notwithstanding 

its being so perfectly demonstrable, not only from

• The gens* of pain and subsequent inerease of vascular action, 
produced by the application of blisters, acrid substances or me
chanical irritation, to any part of the body, strongly corroborate this 
explanation of the proximate and remote causes of local inflamma
tion, of which, the attendant phenomena appear to take place in the 
following order. 1st A sense of pain. 2nd An inereas-d action of 
the local vessels. 3rd An elevatiou of loi ai temperature. 4th Tu- 
icefaction. 6th Effusion, attended with an increase of local swel
ling. The two first having been already spoken of as remote and 
proximate causes, it remains only that we should say something con
cerning the two la»t. First then, with -espect to* tumefaction, we 
conceive the following to be a fair and satisfactory mode of at poun- 
ting for it—The caloric generated by the increased strength and 
rapidity of arterial action is immediately absorbed by all the fluids 
and selids composing the part; by this, their volume (like that of 
every other substance in nature) is augmented— next effusion takes 
place, from the colourless part of the blood having been forced, by 
the increased action of the red blooded arteries, through the minute 
cylinders, iua  quantity more copious than the absorbents are capabJ© 
of removing. This, of course, adds to the local tumefact'on by its 
presence; but it adds doubly, in consequence of having its volume 
also increased by the absorptiou of a portion of the excess of caloric 
generated by the morbid action of the vessels.

To demonstrate this to be the kue explanation of tbat tumefaction 
of the soft parts which takes place in phlegmonous inflammation 
(for in other species of topical inflammation, where the vascnlar 

^®rnP®ra^Qre are low, the swelling is always inconsiderable) 
anii that it is not dependant on effusion alone ; it w ill be only >jecee- 
sary to direct the reader’s attention to the swelling of the bands and 
feet, which lollows any unusual or severe degree of exercise, by 
which the local aiterial a  :d i  and temperature are much increased, 
or, what will pei‘.apa ©xr -jiify th*? principle still > euer, the cold 
and h°t stages of a ] aroxysm of intermittent fever ; in the first of 

01 a^ l^e sofipa tsis remarkably diminished, but 
in tne latter, iu which, the action *A ihe arteries is violent, a tume
faction of these parts, equally remarkable, is produced, and removed. 
>viih a subsidence of the arterial action and morbid temperature



ike extent of arterial pulsation, but the phenomena 

tit Animal Heat and general Inflammation, unattend

ed by topical inflammation marked as such, that tile 

power of generating Animal Heat is not restrict* 

ed to any particular portion of the arterial circulation ; 

it was not without some appearance of reason, that 

many were de.cehed into a belief, similar to that 

which Uichat entertained. For, seeing that the phe

nomena of locai inflammation, in which the vessels of 

the capillary system are eminently engaged, assume 

a character so much more strongly marked than 

those of general inflammation, in which the larger 

arteries are principally concerned, and finding that 

general inflammation frequently followed an inordi- 

nafe action excited in the capillary system, it is not 

to be wondered at, that men, who were totally jgno » 

rant of the causes of Animal Heat and Inflammation, 

and, of course, incapable of reasoning systematically 

011 the subject, should have been led t j form errone

ous opinions from circumstances appai entfy so strong 

and consequential. But to the Physiplogist who 

traces the proximate and remote causes of Animal 

Heat to the same source that we have, the causes of 

the superior temperature, arising from the action of 

the vessels composing the capillary system, readily 

unveil themselves.

When he comes to examine these vessels, anatomi

cally, he finds that although they possess less of the 

elastic property than the larger arteries, their struc^ / 

lure is stronger in proportion as their capacities be

come less; and consequently, that their powers of 

compressing the blood, which is more firmly opposed 

to arterial action in the small than largersized vessels, 

must be, iu more thau the same proportion, greater-^ 

far, as to the proximate cause, the result of h|s

M
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examination proves satisfactory. With respect to thë 

remote cause, (he same line of examination shows

püHioü of nerves than the Jarge arteries, and hence 

lie gleans such further in formation as enables him to 

coîîipieat his explanation ot the superior energy of 

those vessels when engaged in the inflammatory ac

tion, as well as their more vivid susceptibility of that 

action ft*otY> slight causes. Extending his research; 

he sees that the cylindrical ramifications, in proportion 

to their diameters, either admit or resist the entrance 

oi the red blood, and that as they become stiil more 

minute, the circulation of thê red blood is checked, 

and finally put a stop to Cofflpleatly *  He finds that 

these vessels (colourless inconsequence of their mi

nuteness) effectually resist, during the moderate or* 

lieôlthy action of the Vessels with which they are 

Cobnefcted, the entrance of red blood ; but that when 

once the larger vessels of the part are préternaturaily 

excited* the strength of the circulation is such, that 

the natural resistance, Opposed by those vessels to the 

en ranee of red bUwfd, in consequence df their mi- 

buie capacities, is overcome, they aresuddeuly inject

ed and distended with florid blood, which being pre

sented fronl circulating further by the progressive 

minuteness of the ulterior Cylinders, or from return

ing into the larger ones, by the vis a tergo, is detained 

ü intimate contact with their parities, communicating 

to théií nerves an unusual and powerful stimulus, 

Vv hicfa quickly involves them in the inflammatory mis-

chief, thus, at once, aggravating and extending the 
jmrbary affection.

them ako fci be furnished with a much greater pro-

---, ~ HUH
uftppSu to retard er chaude tb«i

tuotio&sj áetfeirdiug as meohauieaí 
)ic contraction in th« vessel^ m iy
eii1 w tid o i Hunter oa tué Bldoï,



Thai such are the true consequences, resulting 

from the minute branches of the arterial system being 

forcibly occupied by red blood, we iufer, not from 

the highly stimulating properties of florid blood 

merely, but because all the symptoms of inflammation 

viz. An acute sense of pain, throbbing, burning 

heat, etc. invariably arise with its introduction, conti

nue with i(s detention, and subside with its removal 

from these vessels, which, in their natural state, that

is wliiie the red blood is excluded from them, have no
7  :

pulsation, and are no more capable of generating 

Animal Heat or Inflammation, than the vessels of 

, iusects whose blood is colourless,*

Taking this view of the matter, the Physiologist Is, 

at once, enabled to comprehend the reason, why the 

arterial system consists of a series of decreasing cy

linders, iustead of being exactly conical. Inthecy-* 

lindrical construction of the vessels, the commence

ment of each arterial branch or cylinder is of the 

same diameter as Its termination ; therefore, whatever 

part of the blood enters easily, will pass onward 

to the entrance of the next cylinder withou^ 

obstruction. By this contrivance, nothing short 

of a morbid increase of action will force the red 

blood into the minute cylinders where their progress 

would be either impeded or ai rested. But if their 

structure had been strictly conoidal, the entrance or

• W e  estimate the Value of any remedial application in inflam* 
Ration, Ophthalmia for instance, by its effects, in restoring 1 bp m i
nute vessels to their naturally colonrless appearance, and unloading 
them of the led blood, which while present, keeps up a sense of pam 
and consequent inflammation, woich experience tells us. is not to 
be subdued while the red globules remaiu ; we find also that the di
lation which thfese vessels have euffered by the red globules having 
been forced into them, favors the recurrence of inflammation, or, in 
other words, their re-admission into these vessels, this we endeavour 
to guaid against by astringent applications, which have the effect of 
contracting these vessels to tbeir natural capacities, in consequence 
of which ih»y are again enabled to resist the entrance of the red 
Vlood; and so rescued from a permanentjjtate of inflamm&tiou.
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commencement of each ramification being (according 

to the nature of a cone) more capacious than the 

rema’nd* rot the branch, would evidently have given 

admission to globules, which would necessarily have 

become wedged in some part of it, even from an im

pulse or impetus of the blood, not exceeding that

communicated to it by the healthy or ordinary acticn 
of the heart aud arteries.

I f  such then had been the structure of the arteries 

in place of that which the protecting h .nd of aq 

unerring and bountiful Creator has been pleased to 

bestow, jt is evident, from our experience of the con

sequence* uniformly resulting from the presence and 

detention of red blood in the minute branches of the 

arterial sj stem, that instead of our passing through 

^  Without perhaps a single visitation of disease, 

hourly, nay a permanent state of inflammation

1  I 8"6 bee” m̂ in,ained in every part of the frame

U Z  n reSSt  eCame <0° mÍDUle t0 Suff<*r the red 
Woo.i to pass through them ; and consequently the

lie . .,^ ° r0US institu tion  must have fallen the’ear

^ ^ ? spoHt— 1 diabie S; : ^

In  the discussion of the nreee^ino. u j

í r : ‘: r ^ r i r r s' - y

.» dt r ; ;  *  *■ ‘ °
in strength and m a * • 86 came altered in

» . h .  » 1  '« “ ''y «  « - « i * .

bod j.e iH ,,, local „  “  •««■P— ta-. of tl.e

We shall now, however - ,  ed or dePressed.
> point out a remarkable and
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/ Important exception to that general rule, by means of 

which we shall be enabled to shew, that from whatso

ever cause or causes, compression of the blood is either 

diminished or suspended, from that moment the evo

lution of Animal Heat will be diminished, or will cease 

to take place, and consequently, that a compressed 

state of the blofld must be the actual and immediate 

source from whence Animal fjeat {lows.

When engaged iu the consideration of the circum-? 

stances on which compression of the arterial blood 

depends, we saw, as a preliminary step to the blood’s 

being compressed by arterial contraction, that a resist

ing and propelling power were essentially necessary to 

fix and steady the blood. I f  such powers had not ex

isted, the contractile force of the arteries must 

obviously have failed of any compressing effect on 

the blood ; for no principle in nature can be more 

evident and undeniable, than that a fluid body, if jj 

be totally unconfined, will yield to any force applied 

to it and of course completely escape being compres

sed, let the magnitude of the compressing power be 

what it may: or, if  it be confined, in proportion as it 

is more or lesspo, in the same proportion must it re  ̂

sist any force, and be compressed or uncompressed.

On this simple and obvious principle then, it is plain 

that if the quantity of blood, contained in the arterial 

system or the vascular system in general, (which 

amounts to the same thing since, venesection aud 

and arteriotomy equally take from the general mass 

of blood in the circulation) be so diminished that 

it shall not sufficiently distend the artery, (a circum

stance which we can easily ascertain by the pulse) it 

.jvjll be less confined and consequently will in propor?

?
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portion escape being Compressed & The fact may utí 

ithus proved—take a poriion of an artery, or any 

oiher tube with yielding parietes, six or eight inches 

in length, distend it with any fluid, securing it, at 

either end of the tube, by ligature. Pressure made 

on any portion of the tube will now show that the 

fluid is capable of giving a resistance to it, so effec

tuai, that; if the force applied be sufficient, it must bo 

compressed ; inasmuch as it can neither give way or 

elude the compressing power to which it is subjected. 

Let one third of the fluid escape, and it will be di

rectly found that it does not present the same genera! 

resistance that it did, when the quantity was undimi- 

hisbéd ; but if, instead of one, two thirds be removed, 

partial pressure, either lateral or circular, will no 

longer be resisted ; the fluid will yield wherever force 

is applied to it, and cannot be compressed, unless tiié 

quantity be again augmented, or that which remains 

be collected in a portion of (he tube which it is yet 
Capable of distending.

This, I believe, Will serve to convey a sufficiently
clear idea of the necessity for quantity as well as 

In s u re , in order to a fluid’s being compressed, We 

shall therefore, relinquishing theory, proceed to de

monstrate that the degree of Compression which the 

blood undergoes iu the arteries, depends on the quan- 

bty of blood in ti,8 system, not less than on arterial 

« tu rn  itself, trnd that the temperature of the body 

ceci mes m proportion as compression is diminished 

by lessening ,he quantity of blood, notwithstanding 

ue indisputable (act, that a, terial action may be, at 

the same (sine, accelerated insteed of retarded.

diminished^iu^two " 1 ^ °  d' *nÿ VÉMel * * *  *W<fenlly b*. 
VrrtL'Ji o'- ievscnini t h V n £ r ï  b^ in" tHSIng the capacity of thé 

‘ W  reiuaHiiii^ i t !  9Í {h' flu,d> lh* tfe«
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When vin artery has received a punctured wound, 

the strength of the blood’s projection is such, at first, 

that it is scarcely possible to restrain it : but if either 

the quantity of blood in the vessels be lessened, 

ur arterial action (the effects of which we have 

already shewn to be compression on the blood) be 

reduced, the strength'of the blood’s projection will be 

a ike diminished in either case, if, for instance, tho 

q nantily of bioód be considerably lessened by the 

uninterupted progress of hemorrhage, the projection 

of tii- blood, which strictly marks the degree of 

compression to which it is subjected, will either be

come so feeble, as to be readily controled by the 

same means which were ineQectual, while the quantity 

of bloody ind, of course, compression on it were 

greater, or it u ill cease spontaneously ; as it does, on 

the other baud, in consequence of a suspension of 

arterial action from fainting, during which the blood 
obviously remains uncompressed.*

* Hewson, in tljê course of hk  experiments, ascertained, that in 
Weeding an Animal to death, thefirstcup of blood which is drawn, 
is laier in coagulating than the second ; the second than the third) 
and so on, unless convulsions supervene ; when, the bloud w ill be 
Idler in coagulating than that which was drawu previous to«this oc
currence £ and if fainting should take place (the effects of \rbich are, 
a suspension of arterial action and a declension of animal heat) tho 
blood w ill coagulate as itgflows. Now, in cases of hemorrhage, the 
equilibiium  between arteiial action and the resistance to it, necessary 
to constitute compression on the blood* fails as the blood flows ; and 
us tue blood flows, the tendency to coagulation, which marks the loss 
tof caloric suffered by the blood (since i! cannot possibly coagulate or 
become solid, until it has parted with its caloric of fluidity) increases 
in a ratio nearly uniform, and uninfluenced by the accelerated pulse 
accompanying it, unless such an inordinate ai lion in the arteries* 
proceeding from convulsion, take place, as can leave little doubt that 
the compression on the blood bas experienced a temporary increase ; 
during which, the disposition of the blood to coagulate is lessened, in 
consequence of a momentary rise iu its temperature.

Now, as the quantity of caloric, generated in the frame, depends 
on the degree of compression the blood- has undergone in the arteries, 
blood drawn, when inflammatory fever is present, must contain more 
free caloric thaa that w ich is taken from a person in health. Conse» 
quônily, as it contains move caloric it will be longer in parting with 
It or becoming solid. W hich perfectly account# for the slow coagu
lation oi inflammatory blood, and at tha same time explains the
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In eases of this nature, the pulse and temperature

of the body are not the least remarkable phenomena

which present; for we find, tlint, as hemorrhage pra.

ceedsto eacea*, the pulse becomes more rapid ; while,

contrary to the general rule, the bodily temperature

uniformly declines as the quantity of blood, and, by

cousequence, the degree of compression it undergoes, 
is  d im in is h e d ..*

To place this in a more familiar point of view, wo 

shall suppose a case of synochà or pure inflammatory 

fever; in which the pulse amounts to perhaps ISO 

•trokes in the minute, and the temperature of tha 

body is go high as to preclude sleep or rest, When 

we examine the pulse, we find, in addition to our ob, 

servation as to the number of pulsations, that it is 

full, hard and unyielding to pressure—'! his being as- 

certained we immediately determine on removing a 

quantity of blood, by which, provided the quantity 

removed be sufficient to render the pulse softer and 

more yielding to pressure, we know, from experience 

in similar cases, that a reduction of nervous excite

ment. vascular action and bodily temperature will be 

directly effected.t I f  ,h . contrarj,

2 2=  

<»• H .- ,
found to revive itself into this R1 !i i i ’ 11 Wi,i be tt,i
pressing power 0f the X l i  or .florid- by the com,

•xposure to oxygen. posses*-, a vitalîrfn í í10n° f caloric fro“ '
Which it loses in proportion a. it purt3 with itî T  
■urnes the Tauoup character. * caloric, and a*,

face of the body in aü i^pTrtTTndTh V  ° f °CCUpying lhe sur' 
that it has not ariien from the recent * W.e d''e °i«ariy ascertained 
such as ardent spirits, fermented ii “PP^cation of eome stimulus,

*c. <tc. nor, from much bodily Co w ím  o f T *1 ° f opiua,, Æc’
^ iQFtriog or a medium of too high «
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be not sufficient to reduce the pulse in fulness and 

hardness, neither arterial action, bodily temperature 

or nervous excitement will be perceptibly diminished. 

Put should the qnantity of blood removed, bear a 

considerable proportion to the entire mass in the chr* 

culation, the pulse will no longer exhibit tiiose cha

racters of distension and resistance: the fever will 

either be removed, or its type, of necessity, altered ; 

and synochâ, that is genuine inflammatory fever, can

not possibly be re-excited by any means whatever ;* 

because, the degree of resistance, which the blood 

must be capable of giving; to arterial action for the 

purpose of being compressed, cannot now be afford-? 

ed, by reason of its deficiency iu quantify.!

temperature (all of which have the effect of exciting the nervous* 
system or remote cause of Animal Heat) in such a cas*, no matter 
what th* state of the pulse may seem to be, or whether we apply to 
it  for information or not, we may get it down as a general rule, that 
the lancet may be employee) not only with safety but advantage; 
because we know that such a degree of heat, as we have just descri
bed, could not be generated unless the action of H e heart and arteries 
was increased, and unless there existed in the vessels a qnantity of 
blood, sufficient to afford a full and effectual resistance to the com? 
pressing power of the arteries*

• In  fever, no very high degree of temperature ever attends the 
soft pulse, nor would any judicious practitioner think of rendering it 
softer by bleeding. W e ll aware of the precarious and protracted 
state of debility that succeeds extensive losses of blood, he declines 
removing more from the eystem than may be directly indicated by 
the peculiar symptoms of the case, or the fulness, hardness and cele-r 
rily  of the pul»e0

+ In  cold climates, the absence of perspiratitfn increases the quan-» 
ti|y of blood iu the circulation, aud consequently renders the degree 
of its compression greater; which is obviously necessary in order 
that an excess of caloric might be geueiatedto meet the loss sustain
ed in the rapid abstraction of it by the surrounding meoium— In  
warm climates, on the contrary, the quantity of blood is constantly 
diminished by per»pi ration. in order to obviate the pernicious conse
quences, which would arise from a high degree of compression on the 
b lo o d  in a medium wheie ihe temperature is too high to permit aii 
excels of caloric to pass off. In such situations the external hea{. 
*lone would quickly terminate life, were it not for the cooliug ef
fects resulting from evaporation thus produced,

f) '

i
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Aftér an hiVmoderafe bleeding’ of this-de.-ci : îîiott, 

should /over still continue in consequence of the [>r«*- 

senceof oiherstimulijt will he ofa low nervous spec if, 

characterized by a yielding, and indistinc! pulse, sur 

passing, perhaps by countless strokes, tlie pu^e of 

inflammatory fever, and yet attended with a tempera

ture of body, not only in fn io r to that of iuiîanama* 

tory fpver, but considerably under the temperature 

which accompanies the slow and placid vascular ac* 

tion of health, exerted on a sufficient quantity of 

blood to íesist it steadily and effectively.*

In the venous parts of the circulation, the absence 

of those circumstances, whoso jo in t presence we 

have shewn to be essential to the com es«ij  :i f ar«I

teriat bloody at once declares their inabi 'y ? im 

press the blood, and Consequently he imp .> iMIity of 

their contributing, m any measure lo (T.° mainte:* ce 

Of Animal Heat. In the arterial part of t e circula* 

tion, the de^rep of resistance, (supposing ii;e avotage 

quantity oI blood present) which the blood give* fo 

Vascular action, depends on the impetus with which 

it is uigeri from the trunks towards the branches. 

Bui in the veins, the blood flows Irom the branches 

into the trunks, from which, it is obvious, let the rapi* 

dity of its motion be what it may, that it can not meet 

with any resistance, except what may arise from ex

traneous or casual circumstances, and consequently, 

if  the veins were even possessed of a pulsating: or con* 

tractile power, like the arteries, the blood circulating 

through them would nevertheless escape compression.

V ^étóórrhagie cases, or eases of vascular exhaustion, uftattend* 
*d ny any organic disease, the transfusion of blood, performed so as 
to prèvent the ttCiV*s« of ail’ during the operation, seems to oiler fair 
fend rational grounds to rest our hopes of success on. The exhausted 
Vessels, being replenished with blood, the necessary resistance would 
be tgaitt opposed lo arterial action ; compression of the blood would 
Hè again clFoi*ttdf and. of courte, t ie  natural temperature of the body 
féfttOfftcU



ïü  order to satisfy ourselves as to this, we have but 

recollect the necessity for creating an artificial-re- 

sistauce (by ban 1 age) to the reiurn of the blood, 

when wv wish to make it project from a vein, in the 

operation < - nhiebotemy. hen e nu y a*so sa isfy 

‘ourselves, that the force, with which the blood is 

projected, depends on the same causes, artificially ex

erted, by which it is, naturally, projected from a 

punctured artery, by observing1 the increased projec

tion, which is produced, when we force the blood 

w ith our hand along the vein towards the orifice ; and 

the diminished projection which takes place, when 

we cease to force the blood towards the resisting pow'- 

er or bandage—and finally, the complete cessation of 

the blood’s projection, when the artificial resistance is 

removed and the blood suffered to resume its wonted 

course.

On the same principles of vascular construction it 

is, that the imjcompressed «tate of blood, in those ani

mals whose circulations are venous, and whose tem

perature ot* )'; >y. in consequence of it, is so much 

interior, to hat of animals posspssinir a general arte

rial circulation, is to be explained. Some circumstan

ces however are lo be met with in tuese circulations, 

which, -althorgh iucapable of pro iucing effects dif

ferent from those which attend the venous p vi t of hot 

blooded circulations, yet being deviations, such as, in 

bo me respects, create a resemblance between them 

and the arterial circulation, we thiuk it but right, that 

we should notjce them, in order to remove every 

doubt which might remain on the mind, with respect 

to a matter of so much moment towards the establish
ment of this theory.

In the circulation of a cold blooded which is

The W hale is an instance of a warm blooded fish, it* ciicuiaticr* 
rabies that of caa»* ■. '
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one of the best examples we could add.ice oi a  red* 

yet cold blooded circulation, we find that the blood/ 

proceeds from a single heart to the brauchæ or gills, 

through the pulmonary artery (the ouly artery to be 

found in that circulation) at the extremities of which, 

it is received by corresponding veins, which enlarge 

as they proceed to form a trunk to supply the body— 

Here the circulation strictly resemble* the venous 

part of warm circulations, and, consequently, the 

blood does not suffer compression. But as this vein 

or aorta, as it is termed, advances towards the oppo

site extremity, it becomes aborescent, like the arterial 

circulation This, however, is but one, out of the 

three circumstances which we have shewn to be ne

cessary to the compression of the blood ; of the other 

two, that is the vis a tergo and arterial contraction*

the one exists, in a very inferior degree, the other not 
at all.

Having now demonstrated how absolutely the qnan, 

tity of heat generated in thè frame depends on tbo 

immédiat# operation of the proximate cause, the prin-. 

eipal difficulty may be considered as overcome : for 

in order to establish the dependaace of Animat Kea* 

and, consequently, Inflammation on the remote cause, 

through the agency of the proximate, nothing more is 

requisite than toshow, thatwbenthe nerves ceaseto ex

ert their influence over any member orpartofthebody 

the vessels of that part, of necessity, become so inert’ 

that a suspension of Animal Heat will there take place’ 

as certainly as we have found it to do in those cases,’ 

wiere their actien had been rendered ineffective by 

other means too direct to allow their immediate ageu- 
ey to be called in question

c o n c u B lio u ^ v b ^ h L 'd jv ld L l^ V ^  th!  Pr°Sre8sire symptoms of
stupor re m X  rthat -, «  lôn l 8‘ages’ says’ “ as lonS as tbeV IS as ong as the remote cause continues inertj
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Thus, for instance, when a limb becomes paralytio, 

or is rendered so, by the application of a ligature to 

its principal nerve, or nerves ; or their usual influ

ence is arrested by the pressure of a luxated bone, 

violence from without, or any other cause whatever» 

the energy of arterial action subsides, in tho general 

abolition of muscular power which marks this disease, 

and with it,‘the n a tu ra l warmth of the part disappears, 

never to return, uuless the vigour of the circulation 

be restored, in consequence of a recovery of the 

nervous sensibility, on the influence of which, the* 

action of the arteries, in common with that of every 

other part of the frame, is directly dependant.*

the inflammation of the brain seems to be moderate, but asthe for
mer abates the latter seldom fails to increase.”  On this prim iple 
only, ean we account for the beneficial effects resulting from the re
moval of all nervous stimuli, in cases wûere a high degree of inflam
mation is present'—In  Ophthalmia, the absence of light is essentially 
necessary to the abatement' of inflammation. In  inflanj oration oi 
1 he brain, the absence of light, noise, etc. are not less necessary to 
assist onr other means of relief: nor are we unacquainted with the 
advantage derived, in most diseases. from inspiring hopes of a speedy 
recovery, and preventing any depressing passion from taking posses
sion of the mind or imagination, which we are aware, from experience, 
may even generate diseases of the most distressing and intractable 

Ea lu je .

• In  paralysi, sensns plerumque superost, atiqnando deletur. saepes 
obtunditur. Raro quod-tamen pessimum est, motus, sen^us, pulsus, 
calor artuum, qui solvuntur, simul pereunt ; scilicet ipsæ arterœ pa
rtly  ticæ fi un t. Gregory’s Cçnspectus Medicinæ Theoreticæ, p 121.

This description, which must be allowed to be a fair and correct 
repre= -ntation of the usual effects of paralysis, if considered with a 
reference to. the proximate and remote caused -of Animal Heat, 
adopted in this theory, so pointedly applies to the causes oi the» 
failure of Animal Heat in Mr. B r o d ie ’ s experiments, already spoken 
of, as, in oar conception, to remove entirely that ditlienlty with res
pect to them. The animals on which he performed artificial respira
tion were pithed (that is, the spinal marrow was divided in the neck) 
and the head removed. Now although* after such a death, the irrita
bility of the heart w ill remain for some time, from its possessing that 
property in a greater and more permanent degree than any otbi'r part 
of the body, and consequently, the circulation may, t irough its 
means, be carried on for a certain time, Lt ts evident that the arteries, 
like every other part of the body, losing their irritability sooner that;

P



It is not necessary, we presume, to occupy furthei 

time or apace iu demonstrating’ the dépendance df 

ihe proximate on the remote cause. '1 he connexion 

between them, like those dormant sympathies, that 

are known tti exist between different portions of the 

animal frame, and yet, are scarcely felt until nervous 

sensibility becomes augmented by disease, is exhibited 

by the effects of paralysis, in colours so strong-, aud 

(characters so legible, as to preclude the possibility of 

its being- overlooked or disavowed.

Thu? far then, with respect to the general circula

tion, this theory appears to develop itself uninterupted 

by the ocurrénce of any fact or argument capable of 

lessening its real claims to our assent.# We saw, on 

the general principle, that compression of the blood

>he heart, the energy of their action, depending on that property* 
VnUfcit fail sooner (which in fact we find to have been the case in these 
^experiments ; for Mr. Brodie stales, that at the cud of an hour the 
pulse was imperceptible, although the heart continued to act; which, 
again, we know to be the case with dying persons, in whom the pulse 
nnd heat first fáil at the extremities and last of all at the heart) 
therefore, as the disengagement of Animal Heat depends on a vigo
rous arterial action, it must, in such experiments, soon fail to be 
iisen^aged ; because the circulation of the blood, maintained by ar
tificial respiration, is in a short time, dépendant on the heart alone, 
«ii.ce the arteries soon become passive after tie  destruction of the 
nerves, oh whicù iheir action immediately depends.

Such a circula1 ion therefore, must evidently be not only incapable 
of maintaining Animal Heat, but will have the direct effect, should 
the lung* be more fully infla'ed than they are in ordinary respiration, 
V>f hastening its departure from the body, by exposing each portion 
jof the blood successively to the cooling effects of atmospheric air.

I V ■ • • • r ! I * . « .
• Although we freely admit our inability to remove or lighten, 

except by conj«cture, some of those difficulties which obscure the 
first or.general source of Auinial temperature ; such an admission is 
!aot to be bonsidored as ah admission of the imperfection of this theory 
011 that account. Tho«e difficulties tef-r strictly to the doctrine of 
respi ation, and tl erefoie cannot possibly extend to or be confounded 
vyiib the cat^es of Animal Heat and Inflammation: which are (as
• irca-jy ntiéwu) perfectly distinct from the function of respiration, 
ihd totally unaided by it, cxcejH in à subsidiary capacity, that is. 
is a mentis vi revesting the globules of th^ blood with a quantity of 
Viiorùî equAl to ilu t exjiend»d in each circuit which they 7T3*k* 
<1rough th« t?oôe-.



Would be a cause adequate to the extrication of heat 

fiom it— We saw it demoutrated, on irrisistable 

grounds, that compression of the blood takes place 

in a powerful degree, during the healthy vascular 

action, and that when that action becomes morbidly 

increased, the degree of compression affecting the 

blood is such as to give rise to that elevation oi bodily 

temperature* characteristecally designated by the 

term inflammation. While, on the other hand, we 

found that when the compression sustained by the 

blood was diminished, in consequence of an abate

ment of arterial action, a corresponding fall of tem

perature was the restilt; and finally, when natural 

construction, that is, a venous circulation, excluded 

the operation of that principle, or that it was render

ed ineffective, in consequence of a deficiency of the 

blood itself, ôr a suspension of nervous influence, 

Animal Heat was no longer generated or maintained— 

But, when we come to consider the circulation of the 

lungs, where we find an artery, unaffected by mecha

nical interposition, or any disease of the proximate 

or remote cause, uniformly circulating and containing 

dark blood, We pause at once on the appearance of a 

phenomenon Which seems, at the first blush, subver

sive of that part of our doctrine which teaches, that 

the florid colour is a necessary and direct result of 

arterial actioü. But if we take a more deliberate view 

of this part of the circulation, bearing in mind its 

connexion with the general venous system, as well as 

the precise object of its functions (according to 

which the powers of the circulation are ever adapted 

and proportioned) resting our inferences, at the same 

time, on that most satisfactory species of evidence, 

in matters of this nature, the anatomical structure of 

the parts themselves, we shall soon be convinced, that 

that which appeared, at the first glance, to carry with 

At a direct contradiction, is, in reality, a corroboration
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of our explanation of Ihe ounces on which ihefioni.J 

colour of arterial blood depends, as well as a medium 

through which we shall be enabled lo detect and,ic- 

move similar difficulties, arising from the occasional 

appearance of an arterial circulation in the inferior 

classes of animals, the colour and temperature of 

whose blood, scarcely permits them to be dMinguish* 

ed from the strictly cold blooded animal, whose gene

ral circulation is venous.

The blood in its transit through the lungs, having 

acquired the glowing brightness imparted by caloric, 

is immediately subjected to the powerful action of the 

left ventricle, by which it is impelled through the ge

neral arterial system, where a similar action is main

tained But having passed the capillaries, and enter

ed the veins, where compression ceases to affect the 

blood, and, consequently, the tendency of caloric to 

become latent, in the globules, ceases to he resisted, 

it shortly begins to lose its florid colour, and assume a 

deepened hue indicative of a diminishad temperature, 

In  this state of inferiority to arterial blood, with res

pect to colour and temperature, it «gain arrives at the 

heart But here we will fmd, on comparing :Le 

structure of the right ventricle and its appended ves

sels, to which the blood is now delivered, with that of 

the left ventricle and its vessels, as great an inferiority 

in point of muscular strength, as venous blood bears 

to the general arterial blood, iii colour and tempera
ture.

To accomplish this part of the circulation, no 

greater powers were requisite to the ventricle and ils 

vessels, than would be sufficient to impel the blood 

through the pulmonary capillaries—Such powers 

they possess Greater would only have augmented 

the chances o! inflammation and hemorrhage from

* slight causes, and therefore have been wisely withheld-
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Now as the compression of the blood must be, in all 

cases, cæteris paribus, proportioned to the powers of 

the vessels acting on it ; the compression, affecting the 

blood contained in the right ventricle and its vessels, 

cannot be equal to that which affects the blood while 

circulating in the more powerful vessels belonging 

to the general circulation ; uor can it be of that vigo

rous and energetic description that would be requisite 

to re-produce the florid colour, by forcing out calorie 

which had become latent in the globules of the bl«od,* 

in consequence of its uncompleted state, during its 

passage through the general venous circulation ; it 

therefore, still bears the characteristic appearance of 

uncompressed or venous blood.

Since then, amidst the vessels composing the vigo

rous circulation of Man, we discover some that are 

naturally incompetent to exert any efleciive com

pression on the blood, w*hile any and all of them are 

liable, from a failure of nervous sensibility, such as 

constitutes paralysis, to be so tar divested of the power 

of compressing the blood, as to be incapable of sup

porting the natural heat of the body: and since, iu 

the advanced stages of existence, when every vestige 

of physical power, by which the former animal could 

be recognized, glides away in quick succession, the 

action of the vessels becomes so feeble and tardy, that 

the temperature of body, keeping pace with it, is al

most levelled and assimilated w ith that of the cold

•  I f  the globules of tbe blood did not cortain «.considérable sbaro 
of latent caloric, they could Lot continue giving it «ut so lo»g, and in 
such quantities as we find disengaged by the action of the vrssels in 
phlegmonous inflammation, where the blood, remaining unchanged, 
ceaae8 to visit the lungs, and consequently, ceases to receive ihose re. 
gular supplies of caloric, which it did previous to it* incarceration in 
tbe local fesstli,

Q
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blooded animal it is easy to conceive, that cold 

blooded animals may be found, furnished with a cir

culation, apparently arterial, but, in reality, no more 

capnl>!e of effecting that degree of compression on 

the blood which is requisite for the evolution of 

Animal Heat, than the inert system of vessels, belong* 

ingto the strictly cold blooded circulation.

It follows therefore, that the circumstance of alow 

temperature of body, in conjunction with an arterial 

circulation* conveying dark or even florid blood,t 

would not, of itself, be sufficient to constitute a solid 

ur real objection to this theory To establish such, 

(that is with respect to the leading principles, ou 

which it is founded, for it were vain to expect, that a 

new and uncanvassed doctrine, like the present, would 

be found perfect or free from objection, in all its mi

nor bearings) it would be necessary to exhibit a cold 

blooded animal, possessing an arterial system, replete 

with red blood circulating in a direction from the 

trunks towards the branches, and, of course, not only 

similar in structure, but, necessarily, endowed also,

Under such a reverie of the animal economy, pathological exjie* 
rience tell* us, iliat general inflammation or pure inflammatory fever 
is not to be found : and where local inflammation m-ilies its appear
ance, its dark colour, low temperature and inconsiderable tumefac
tion, at once betray the nature of the vascular action with which it 
is connected.

*

' t Animal Heat-depends, nototi the presence of a quantity of ca
loric, inertly sufficient to maintain the florid colour of the blood, 
but, on an excess of caloric, generated by the rigorous action of the 
ve«elg composing the general arterial system, over and above the 
quantity which would be sufficient to support the florid colour, as 
testilied by the fact, that arterial blood retains its fiorid colour, not- 
witusiauaing the vast expenditure and loss of caloric, which it is 
constantly undergoing in the diffusion uf a quantity so great as is re- 
qunnte to support the high temperature of Animal Heat t‘ roughout 
the iratae, and as confirmed, by the expsriments of Mr. JBfodir, (a!- 
sady quoted) In which the blood contained in the femoral artery was 

*een to be florid* although the vascular action was* at the same* time 
insufficient to preserve the natural temperature of the animal*



with powers of action equal to thoseNvested in tho ar

teries belougiug to the general circulation in warm 

blooded animals.

Such instances however, are not to be fouud on. 

record— Nor is it possible that *uch a temperature aud 

vascular system could coexist or b« associated in one 

and {lie same individual; siuce, as the phenomena of 

both morbid aud natural animal heat clearly evince, 

the quantity of heat generated in the frame is as un

erring and conclusive a test of arterial strength or 

debility (assuming the requisite structure ; course and 

aud quantity of blood to be present) as even the pro

jection of blood itself, which, as a criterion, cannot 

possibly lead to a false or deceptive estimate.
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